Introducing: CloudConnect
Collaboration made simple.
Working with Guests in the Cloud
What is CloudConnect?

CloudConnect is a SaaS based offering provided by Forsyte I.T. Solutions with the purpose of improving collaboration between cloud-based identity/email providers and Microsoft Azure.

CloudConnect allows for the mass creation of Azure Business to Business (B2B) accounts across multiple tenants, as well as, across an Exchange Global Address List (GAL) population. This collaboration can be configured and synchronized in minutes without the need for infrastructure, firewalls, or network changes.

Collaboration made simple.
Why CloudConnect?

CloudConnect is a cloud-based solution, providing the scalability to synchronize even the largest environments in short order. CloudConnect works seamlessly across multiple verticals and IT environments to manage and connect user activity.
CloudConnect: Connectivity
Collaboration made simple.

Connectivity: CloudConnect accelerates cross organization collaboration by providing cross platform address book synchronization and Azure guest account management.
CloudConnect: Synchronization
Collaboration made simple.

1. Process synchronization policies.
2. Connect to the source tenant with service principal provided & then pull the membership of the listed group.
3. Process membership & data changes. Determine what updates should be synchronized to target.
5. Create on-prem AD account as defined by synchronization policy.

Synchronization Diagram
Pricing & Logistics

- Priced Per Data Source
- Yearly & Multi-Year Discounts
- 24x7 Help Desk
- Webcast Promo Pricing
PARTNERING FOR YOUR SUCCESS
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